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by Ingrid Jarrett, President & CEO

As we find ourselves at the end of 2020, it is almost surreal to think of the
changes since this time last year. This has been an extraordinary year
on many fronts. Our industry continues to bear the burden of financial
hardship as never before. It has been a fierce resolve, federally and
provincially, to educate the government and the residents of our nation
on the reality and impact of COVID on our industry.
I often refer to the truth that there is no tourism without hospitality, and
there is no hospitality without tourism. Never has this been more evident.
It is abundantly clear that the ecosystem of our industry is misunderstood,
undervalued, and therefore what we need to do to support you, our
industry. We must invest in the research to determine the value of our
industry, and we need to do it now.
Our skilled, highly valued labour force has a tenure and passion
for their profession that is rarely seen in other industries. The honour
to serve, to provide safe shelter, to share genuine local insights, and
proudly showcase our communities is the fabric that binds us. There
is a substance to this that is remarkably human. A generosity that lies
within and is shared. The opportunities to learn and grow, to travel, to
mentor others, and to have the flexibility in different times of life to balance
family, hobbies, sports, and the ebb and flow of life—this is part of why
our industry is amazing, yet it is so undervalued.
When I was a student in high school, and again as a post secondary
student, and during the time of my life when I was unsure of my
professional future, or as a mother of three young children, this incredible
industry supported me and my family. It gave me friendships I still hold,
adventure and discipline, along with some of the best travel stories I could
imagine, and all kinds of memories filled with fun. This industry allowed
me to grow into the person I am today. I love this industry and am proud
to call it my profession. We are committed to ensure we support the
education, resiliency, and the leaders of the future with our Education
Pillar and our partnerships.
Our sustainability work has seen significant success this year, our
partnership with Fortis BC has enabled an industry otherwise reeling
to make some significant changes in order to be more efficient and
contribute positively to the fiscal success of the business as well as the
environment. We will continue to build partnerships in this field, and have
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a resolve to ensure we help our industry become a leader in sustainability.
There are some very important things we need to accomplish to
come through this economic disaster standing on our feet. One, we
need provincial policies that affect tourism to be in the Tourism Ministry.
Currently, all policies that impact tourism lie in other ministries such as
finance, energy mines and resources, transportation, or education.
This must change. Second, we must once again be a profession listed
within the career options in our public school system. Currently, there is
a strong focus on health care, finance, and technology, to name a few.
All of these professions are also in the hospitality industry, and we need
all these areas of expertise as well. But our industry must be an option
for young people to consider as a professional choice. We know that
hospitality is a marvellous career. Third, we need to quantify the expertise
and payscale, so we are recognized as being a well-paying profession,
with the attributes that differentiate our industry from others. The benefits
of our profession are not currently quantified, and they need to be.
The need for continued education and advocacy is critical, and
our working relationship with the other provincial CEOs and the Hotel
Association of Canada has never been stronger. The support you,
our industry, has provided us, provincially and federally, has not gone
unnoticed and is the reason for the success on the advocacy files.
Currently, both provincial and federal governments are starting to
understand the value of our industry and our dire need for support, as
well as the imperative need for investment in recovery. I am proud to
have been asked to be on the Provincial Tourism Task Force and am
working hard to represent our sector as well as the future of our industry.
My hope is that our work is successful and that it makes a difference in
laying the groundwork for recovery.
The impact of this pandemic has left no community or family
unscathed. It is with a heavy heart that I acknowledge the losses we
have endured this year, in our families, neighbourhoods, communities,
and province—both economically and personally. It is also important
to acknowledge the strength of compassion and care our industry
and communities have contributed to care for citizens with all different
needs. It is evident, we are all in this together and therefore hold each
other up when needed.

Navigating
the Path to

Performance
Recovery
by Alexa Frena

Among the many impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic,
benchmarking has become a crucial practice for hotels
navigating the path to performance recovery. As a follow up to
STR’s article in the Fall 2020 issue of InnFocus, the data insights
in this article show the high-level elements of benchmarking
in practice for BC.
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Every Day Matters
Daily data has taken on heightened importance.
What used to be “normal” for day-of-week
patterns may not be normal in this COVID-19
world. Historically speaking, performance
has been higher on the weekends (Friday and
Saturday) and lower during the week (SundayThursday). Such trends can change, however,
alongside consumer travel patterns.
Take the first 26 days of September
as an example. Typical day-of-the-week
patterns held true with the exception of
Sunday, September 6—the second-highest
performing day of the month thus far. The

higher performance was due to leisure
demand on the eve of Labour Day.
Another outlier came during the height of
the pandemic in April, when only one of the
top 10 performing days of the month was on
a weekend. At that point, demand was more
limited to essential business.
The char t below shows the average
performance for each day of the week rolled up
from January 1 through September 26, 2020.
This shows that even though performance
levels are low, day-of-week patterns have held
for the most part. Displaying the effectiveness

of benchmarking, hoteliers in BC were able to
charge their highest room rates and maximize
RevPAR on the nights that historically produce
the highest demand.

Major Hit to Group Travel
As noted in STR’s previous article, group
travel will take much longer to recover from
the pandemic’s impact. Back in March, BC’s
hotels reported a 72.9% year-over-year decline
in group occupancy, down to a level of just
5.2%. As a result, group RevPAR dropped
71.6% to an all-time March low of $15.87.

Mon.

Tues.

Weds.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Occ%

40.8

43.1

43.7

43.9

47.2

48.4

37.4

ADR$

152.66

148.61

155.41

158.61

170.80

173.87

164.43

62.26

64.10

67.99

69.57

80.54

84.07

61.46

RevPAR$
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Things got worse from there with group
demand virtually nonexistent in April and May.
To add context to the severity of the declines,
STR has collected BC segmentation data for
more than eight years. There was never a
time before the pandemic when group data
was not sufficient. In June, group travel came
back, but not by much. The year-over-year
decline was still severe—down 93.2% to a
level of just 2.2%. For the same time period,
RevPAR fell 96.7% to $2.53. Group business
continued to show slight improvements in
July, with occupancy reaching a level of 4.4%
(-82.0% YOY) and RevPAR at $6.45 (-89.4%
YOY). However, the slow rise came to a halt
in August as the data showed another month
with occupancy back down to 3.0%, a drop
of 85.7% YOY. As a result, RevPAR fell further
as well (-89.9% to $4.91). Unfortunately, group
demand is going to remain at these historically
low levels until the context for travel and large
events improves.

Market Share

Group Demand
Monthly – British Columbia Market

Index Percent Change
Weekly data, British Columbia vs. All Other Canada Provinces/Territories

RevPAR index allows hoteliers to measure
per formance relative to an aggregated
grouping of hotels (i.e., competitive set, market
or submarket, etc.). If all things are equal,
a property’s RevPAR Index, or RGI, is 100,
compared to the aggregated group of hotels.
This tells a hotel if it is gaining its fair share of
the market. In the example below, we show
BC vs. all other Canadian provinces/territories
combined.
A positive percent change means that BC
gained in market share. Each week through
the pandemic, BC showed positive with the
exception of the week ending March 28. This
specific metric helps show how markets are
changing with the unusual times.
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How Has the Pandemic Changed
Travel?
With the world changing around us, the
consumer market is sure to change as well.
There is no better time than now to dig into
the makeup of your market. Are your guests
travelling down the street or across country?
Are your guests travelling for business or
pleasure? Looking into the fine details can
help set the correct rates to maximize RevPAR.
A hotel class breakdown, which shows the
price range that consumers are paying for
rooms, sheds some light into your market’s
guest profile.
In August 2019, the Upper Midscale class
showed the province’s highest occupancy at
83.6%. In August 2020, the Midscale class
came in the highest at 69.4%. In August 2020,
ADR dropped year-over-year for all classes
besides Luxury, which actually rose roughly
$10.00.
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Occ & ADR Percent Change
August 2020 – British Columbia Market

Luxury Class

Upper Upscale
Class

Upscale Class

Upper Midscale
Class

Midscale Class

Economy Class

When looking at the last five Augusts prior to the pandemic, the lowest
any class had seen in occupancy was 67.9% (2016, Economy). This year
during August, the Luxury class produced the lowest occupancy of 51.7%.
While the Economy class will routinely show the lowest absolute ADR,
it is important to note that Economy properties reported the largest yearover-year drop in ADR for August 2020.

COVID-19 and Comp Sets
With properties closing due to the pandemic, your competitive set might
need a change. For those unfamiliar with the term, a competitive set is
a group of hotels that compete with your property for business and is
selected with the purpose of benchmarking your performance against the
competition.
In certain areas there are not always ideal options for a comp set because
there are not enough participating hotels or there is an imbalance with one
parent or management company. STR maintains strict reporting minimums
to protect the proprietary data of individual properties, brands, and parent
companies.
With that in mind, STR was excited to introduce Composite Comp Sets
to help with the aforementioned issues. A Composite Comp Set is an
alternative to our traditional comp set through the inclusion of a Composite
Property, which is a composite of multiple hotels.

Canada is a Target for Forward STAR
Adding another tool to hotel performance benchmarking, STR is excited to
launch Forward STAR in North America, with Montreal as one of the initial
markets. Forward STAR sharpens your vision of the future with a 360-degree
view of actual occupancy on the books and pickup. Additionally, this tool
compares your upcoming daily performance with that of your market and/
or competition.
Utilizing all these tools will help your hotel work towards performance
recovery.
Alexa Frena is an associate operations analyst at STR. STR provides
premium data benchmarking, analytics, and marketplace insights for global
hospitality sectors.
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Snowbirds

Escaping to
BC for Winter
by Sandra Thomas

From app-based check-in and keyless entry, to guest
messaging and requests, touchless technology is helping
BC hotels to provide a contactless experience for guests.
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Courtesy of of Destination BC

DISCLAIMER: At the time of publication, restrictions limiting all nonessential travel across British Columbia were put in place. We ask that
visitors continue to follow provincial health guidelines and postpone any
non-essential travel until it is deemed safe by the Provincial Health Officer.

Fairmont Hot Springs Resort Photos Courtesy of of Destination BC

Due to COVID-19, prolonged border closures
between Canada and the US means many
snowbirds who would typically be heading
south this winter, have had their wings clipped.
Mike Macleod, Director of Member and
Business Development for the British Columbia
Hotel Association (BCHA), says the border
closure is providing unique opportunities for,
not only RV parks across the province, but
also hotels that may have never previously
considered marketing to snowbirds.
“We don’t normally get involved in any
marketing on this front. This is something new
for us to be partaking in these types of what we
like to call ‘connections,’” says Macleod. “It’s a
way to introduce the snowbird community to
hotels across the
province that might
not have realized
that this is a ‘thing.’”
Macleod notes
there are already
ma ny Ca nadia n
s n ow b i rd s w h o
winter in BC
annually for various reasons, including access
to health care. He says with many RV parks
quickly filling up with those regulars, the BC
Lodging and Campgrounds Association
(BCLCA) reached out to the BCHA to see if any
of their member hotels would be interested in
offering long-term rentals. Macleod says this
provides an opportunity for hotels to not only
explore whether they have enough services
and amenities to properly serve an older
demographic for months at a time, but can also
act as a test run for the future. Macleod notes

when it comes to the number of snowbirds
visiting BC, Manitoba is number one, followed
by Saskatchewan and then Alberta.
“There is a whole element of snowbirds who
like to RV, but there’s also another element who
just want to go and relax somewhere for two
to three months,” explains Macleod. “We can
help them do that.”
Joss Penny, Executive Director of the
BCLCA, says RV parks and campsites across
the province were very busy all summer as
British Columbians stayed closer to home due
to COVID-19. As the border remained closed,
snowbirds began looking for winter alternatives
as early as August and September. Penny
notes since many relationships developed

Some of those spots were secured from
campgrounds and RV parks, which have a
secondary site not normally used during the
winter. Some others have come as a result of
assistance from the BCHA. He notes many
snowbirds have made preliminary reservations
as they wait to hear if the border will remain
closed through 2021.
“And obviously they can fly,” says Penny.
“Bookings down south are also busy. For every
Canadian they have, there are two Americans
because they can’t travel internationally either.”
However, Penny adds, health is the biggest
concern for most snowbirds when it comes to
deciding where to winter and the questions they
need to ask include, “Do I trust myself to isolate
in a warm place?” and,
“Can I get insurance
that will cover me if I
get sick?”
Michael Anderson,
Pre side nt of re ntal
management company
True Key Hotels and
Resor ts, says their
properties, including Harrison Beach Hotel,
located in Harrison Hot Springs, are well
positioned to accommodate snowbirds
because they’re fully contained, reliable, offer
high-speed Internet, have private balconies
or patios and, in most cases, have exterior
hallways so there’s no need to have contact
with any other guests.
“They’re also often in natural environments
so guests have access to hiking, skiing, and
fishing,” says Anderson. “We’re seeing guests
from all across the country and, historically

There’s been an increased pace of snowbirds
wanting to come to Vancouver Island, the Lower
Mainland, and the Okanagan.
over the summer between snowbirds and park
operators, those campers began booking those
sites early.
“There’s been an increased pace of
snowbirds wanting to come to Vancouver
Island, the Lower Mainland, and the Okanagan,”
said Penny. “The last time we had this many
people trying to find places to stay were the
Winter Olympics in 2010.”
Penny says, so far, the association has
assisted in securing between 3,500 to 5,000
spots at 97 properties across the province.
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Courtesy of Times Square Suite Hotel

speaking, they’d be in places like Arizona meeting up with their group
of friends, and that same group of five couples would all golf together.
Those folks can still all do that together at one of our properties in BC.”
Vivek Sharma, Chief Executive Officer with Fairmont Hot Springs Resort,
located in the Kootenay Rockies, agrees BC’s milder climate and easy
access to outdoor activities is a huge draw for snowbirds, especially when
you consider the area is home to Canada’s largest mineral hot spring.
“After a day of skiing they can soak their aching bones in the hot spring,”
says Sharma. “What can be
better than that?”
Sharma explains the
Fairmont Hot Springs Resort
is a mini destination in itself,
which includes a hotel, time
share, a year-round RV park
and easy access to skiing. That
makes the resort unique in that
it doesn’t have to depend on any
community providers. Sharma says with more snowbirds exploring the
province due to COVID-19, he’s convinced that the popularity of the resort
for snowbirds will continue to grow in the future.
“And, there are times when we’re eight degrees warmer than places like
Banff,” says Sharma. “We’re never going to become a Florida, but these
snowbirds from the Central Prairies and Alberta aren’t afraid of winter and

are happy to experience warmer weather and a ski hill.”
Jacqui McMullen, General Manager of Vancouver-based Times Square
Suites Hotel, says the condo-style property was already popular with
snowbirds due to each unit’s full kitchen, fireplace, in-suite laundry, and
a shared rooftop patio, complete with barbeques. McMullen notes that
while an increase in snowbirds is expected for 2020/2021, so far there
have been many ‘speculative bookings.’
“Our cancellation policy allows them to change their plans without
penalty a week prior, so we will see
if anything changes,” she says. “We
welcome new bookings.”
In the winter, McMullen says the
majority of their long-term guests
are Canadians looking to escape
harsher climates. Snowbirds from
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Ontario,
and the Yukon make up a majority
of those visitors.
“We adapt to all our guests’ needs. Special requests are quite common
for longer stays in order to make this feel like a home away from home,”
says McMullen. “We’re happy to work together to make the stay as
seamless as possible and every new request is interesting as it allows us
to put the ‘hospitality’ back into our role. This is something COVID-19 has
changed since we cannot connect on such an interactive level in many
ways at the moment.”

Health is the biggest concern for
most snowbirds when it comes to
deciding where to winter.
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NAMES IN THE NEWS

by Joyce Hayne

New Members

Congratulations

T h e BC Hote l A s so ciation we lc ome d
these new members and associate members
in the last quarter:

Wedgewood Hotel & Spa is recognized as
2020 Travelers’ Choice Best of the Best award
winner for Top Luxury Hotel in Canada, ranking
#1 of 25. Based on a full year of Tripadvisor
reviews, prior to any changes caused by the
pandemic, award winners exemplify travellers’
ultimate favourite, top 1% of hospitality
businesses around the globe.
Fairmont Chateau Whistler has been
recognized as the “Best Resort in Canada”
by Condé Nast Traveler’s annual Readers’
Choice Awards.
The Vancouver Airport Marriott has been
awarded the title of ‘2019 Hotel of the Year’
by Marriott International among all Classic
Premium brand Marriott hotels in Canada. The
criteria included the hotel’s guest and event
satisfaction scores, financial performance,
associate engagement, performance in brand
strategy, leadership, culture, overcoming
challenges and integration, and executing its

Hotel Members:
Cassandra Hotel, Vancouver
Lytton Hotel, Lytton

Associate Members:
Curve Hospitality, Vancouver
JAK’s Maple Ridge Beer Wine Spirirts,
Maple Ridge
Nerval Corporation, Sherwood, AB
Rising Tide Consultants, Vancouver

brand promise while in compliance with brand
standards.
Vancouver Island secured second place in
Condé Nast Traveler’s annual Readers’ Choice
Awards. More than 715,000 Condé Nast
Traveler readers submitted responses rating
their travel experiences across the globe.
Canada was ranked as the third-best “nation
brand”, according to the 2020 Anholt-Ipsos
Nation Brands Index (NBI). Canada was also
recognized with first place in three important
categories including governance, people, and
immigration/investment.

Appointments
Richard Porges has been appointed Interim
President and CEO by Destination BC’s Board
of Directors effective August 20, following the
appointment of Marsha Walden as CEO of
Destination Canada.

Read Past Issues
of InnFocus at:
bcha.com/archived-issues.html
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At One with Nature in

Whistler
The mountain community offers
the peaceful getaway Lower
Mainlanders are craving.
by Joanne Sasvari

Courtesy of The Westin Resort & Spa Whistler
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When the global pandemic was declared back
in March, many people decided to head for the
hills—and that has worked out just fine for Whistler.
Despite all the global uncertainty, the mountain
resort community was quite busy this summer, and is
hopeful that energy will continue right through winter.
True, there will be few (if any) international visitors this year,
but as Mary Zinck, manager of travel media for Tourism
Whistler, says, “We have 8,100 acres and it’s just Canadians
who can come here now. So if you’ve ever wanted to ski
Whistler Blackcomb, this might be your year.”
Of course, all those visitors need someplace to stay.
Properties in Whistler range from humble hostels to luxury
hotels like the Fairmont Château Whistler and Four Seasons
Resort Whistler.
Guests can choose from properties in the village, which can
get lively with people partying late into the night (though perhaps
not this year), to serene spots outside it, like Nita Lake Lodge in
Creekside. With a design that evokes a grand mountain cabin, it sits
on the shores of a glacier-fed lake, and features 77 well-appointed
modern guest suites, fine dining, and deluxe spa amenities.
Closer to the action, the contemporary European-style Aava
Hotel Whistler has branded itself Whistler’s “Basecamp for Your Next
Adventure.” Located a two-minute walk from the heart of the village, its
192 sleek, simple, and quiet guest rooms are ideal for outdoor adventurers

of all sorts, especially mountain bikers, who have complimentary use of
a bike vault, bike valet, and wash and tool station.
It’s also offering deals on longer-term stays these days because, like
many properties in Whistler, it’s seeing an uptick in Vancouverites who
are working from home and figure “home” might as well be a place
with rushing rivers, gnarly bike trails, and a laidback mountain lifestyle.
“We’ve had a lot of Lower Mainland people coming here since Bonnie
Henry declared a pandemic in March,” says Joanne Irvine, the interim
general manager at the Delta Whistler Village Suites. “They just want a
change of scenery.”
Her property is an all-suites, family-centred hotel in the village centre,
with 207 one- or two-bedroom units and two independent restaurants on
site, including Hy’s Steakhouse. It also has a fitness area, pool and hot
tub, albeit with restricted access due to the pandemic protocols. Guests,
Irvine says, have accepted the new protocols graciously and gratefully.
“We are thankfully able to provide a safe getaway for people from
the Lower Mainland,” Irvine says. “It’s really quite a lovely place to get
away and be in nature.”
Carol Eberhard agrees. The director of sales and marketing for The
Westin Resort & Spa Whistler has lived in the mountain community
since 1994.
“I wouldn’t be here as long as I have if I didn’t love Whistler,” says
Eberhard. “Whistler is all about lifestyle.”
The Westin is an all-suites property, with 400 studio, one-, and twobedroom units, each with gas fireplace and full kitchen.

Courtesy of Delta Whistler Village Suites

“The property is very interesting. It’s built right into the side of Whistler
mountain,” Eberhard says. “It used to be the waterslide building.”
A grand porte cochere opens to the lobby on the lowest level of the
property, however, the restaurants, art gallery, ski valet, and shops are
a couple of floors up on Level One, which opens on to the village.
The Westin brand’s six pillars of wellbeing really fit with Whistler,
Eberhard explains.
“They include play well and move well, and where else would you
do that except in Whistler?” she says. “Whistler is a community of very
active people who are all about their well-being.”
Like other hoteliers, she’s seeing a number of requests for long stays
this winter and believes those are for people coming up to work and play.
And Whistler will have plenty for them to do.
“The plans so far are that it will be somewhat normal, but with
COVID protections in place,” Zinck says. Both Whistler and Blackcomb
mountains will be open, with priority given to season’s pass holders.
Cornucopia, the film festival and Vallea Lumina all went on, albeit with
some restrictions. The biggest change is that guests will need to make
reservations for almost all activities, and will be limited to their own
bubbles. Basically, everything is a private tour, only you and your travel
party.”
In short, this may be the best year ever for locals to visit Whistler.
“It’s just such a great place to get away,” Irvine says. “It’s Beautiful
British Columbia all rolled up in one place.”
To help visitors navigate the new landscape, Tourism Whistler has
introduced a new live chat feature: www.whistler.com/chat.

Courtesy of Delta Whistler Village Suites
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Antimicrobial
Coatings the Future
of Clean

The Integral Surface Protection Program is
guaranteed to continually attack microbes and
pathogens on all surfaces for an entire year.
The company uses a long-proven antimicrobial,
which protects every surface inside and outside
of any facility, with a focus on the high-touch
areas that concern people more than ever.
Brett Mollard, a partner with Integral Services
Group, a commercial janitorial services
company with deep roots across BC, says the
Integral Surface Protection Program utilizes
AEGIS by Microban, which has a 40-year record
of drastically reducing microbes on surfaces in
commercial facilities.
“AEGIS has been around forever, but no
other company has taken the time to build a full
program around it,” says Mollard. “Our Program
focuses on not only the technology and the
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application, but on training your staff and
guests, and most importantly, on marketing.
It is important to let your guests know that you
are doing more than any other hotel group to
ensure the safety of your guests. We help train
your front desk staff, your housekeepers, and
your management team to engage with guests,
and to explain the steps you are taking to be
best-in-class.”
Mollard says traditional disinfecting
methods, including aerosol sprays and
fogging, can only go so far when it comes to

keeping surfaces clean, especially when you
consider environments like a hotel guest room,
business centre, fitness centre, or pool deck.
“In recent times, constant disinfecting
has become the norm, but everyone knows
that excessive disinfection is not healthy.
It degrades the surfaces of furniture and was
never a real solution. This type of disinfection
was only a stop-gap until something better
came along,” says Mollard, who is business
partner to Jason Drew, President and CEO
of Integral Services Group, and Craig Brown,

SERVICES GROUP

ADVERTISING FEATURE

COO of the company. “What AEGIS does is lay down an
antimicrobial layer you can’t see or feel. It is 100% safe
and non-leaching. The easiest way to explain it, is that
Aegis creates a microscopic bed of nails for microbes.”
Mollard explains that AEGIS forms a protective
coating, which can molecularly bond with any surface
upon application to create a colourless, odourless,
positively-charged barrier that attracts and interferes
with the negatively-charged cell membranes of all
microbes and pathogens. While the process might
initially appear complicated, Integral Services Group
has simplified the information for clients.
“There are many studies to back this up, but the
average hotel guest isn’t going to read a 500-page
study, so we created a program and broke it down to
make it understandable,” says Mollard. “We’ve also
created a series of videos that demonstrate just how
AEGIS works.”
A study conducted by Integral Services Group at the
Best Western Plus Sawridge Suites in Fort McMurray,
demonstrated just how effective AEGIS Microbe Shield
can be in reducing microbes on surfaces. The product
was applied using state-of-the-art Victory electrostatic
sprayers to all surfaces commonly touched at the hotel,
including guest rooms, fitness and business centres,
lobbies, restaurant (front and back-of-house) and staff
areas. These surfaces were tested for the presence
of microbial growth after a full cleaning prior to the
application of AEGIS, and then again thirty days postapplication.
Consistent test sites were identified and tested using
a Hygiena ATP meter to measure cleanliness of those
surfaces. The study concluded that surfaces treated
with AEGIS were able to prevent the ongoing growth of
all microbes on all surfaces. That is important because a
lower bacterial load will reduce both guest’s and staff’s
risk of cross-contamination and acquired infection. It’s
been shown that the use of bioluminescent metering
devices has become the most used form of testing for
the cleanliness of surfaces and is prevalent in the food
processing industry and used worldwide by auditors
of commercial cleaning programs.
Mollard says this Health Canada-approved process
using AEGIS represents a new level of clean, measured
not in minutes, but in months.
“Our once-per-year application is something that
our company stands behind fully,” says Mollard. “An
expert from the Integral Surface Protection Program
returns to check microbial levels throughout the year
after application to ensure efficacy.
“When we tell people what we are doing, the first
reaction is typically ‘No way, this seems too good to be
true!’ or ‘Why haven’t I heard about this on the news?’
But the reality is, it is possible, and antimicrobials are
quickly becoming the new standard. Announcements,
like the recent one from Sunwing, will become
commonplace moving forward.”

Courtesy of Best Western PLUS Sawridge Suites

Contact Craig Brown for a no-cost consultation at
778.917.3974 or craig@integralservicesgroup.com

ADVERTISING FEATURE
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Fostering a Workplace Culture
of Diversity & Inclusion
by go2HR

In the Fall 2020 issue of InnFocus, Amy Saini celebrated how BC hotels
are looking beyond diversity and focusing on inclusivity. She highlighted
that one way to accomplish this it to “extend beyond traditional cultural
awareness training and look at creative ways to ensure their culture is
welcoming and inclusive.” In this article, we’ll explore how to develop
that culture.
Workplace culture refers to the beliefs, values, attitudes, and
assumptions that are shared by individuals within an organization. A
workplace culture is one that is established over a period of time and
often influenced by the values and beliefs held by individuals within
the organization, the organization’s business strategy as well as the
philosophies and practices of senior leaders and managers. While some
organizations may have a strong inclusive culture in place, others may
just be starting to consider what they can do to influence, maintain,
and support diversity and inclusion. With this in mind, here are a few
considerations in the areas of recruitment, communication, and training
that will help foster an inclusive workplace culture.
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Promote inclusion and diversity throughout the recruitment
process. Job postings and company websites are important marketing
tools and the first opportunity to share stories about employee
accomplishments and show what your company does to support an
inclusive culture.
Use images that represent inclusion. Where possible, avoid stock
images of “employees” in favour of images of your actual team members
on your website, in recruitment campaigns, marketing collateral, and
internal communications. Show your team participating in community
events, representing the company at events, etc. Share photos that
celebrate individual and team contributions and show how they are
valued for their contributions to the success of the team. Share examples
of events or local organizations that your company supports (e.g. Pride
week, mental health awareness campaigns, or disability awareness
month).

Consider where, when, and how your jobs are advertised.
Ask yourself if candidates from a range of backgrounds, abilities, and
experiences will be able to read, understand, and apply for the position.
What if a candidate had a developmental delay, physical challenge,
or language barrier, and met all other criteria for the job, but couldn’t
use or access a computer, would they still be able to apply for the job?
Consider accessibilit y when conducting inter views.
Allow some flexibility and incorporate the use of phone, video, or offsite meetings (go to them), where appropriate. A student in the midst
of final exams or a physically challenged individual may appreciate that
an initial screening interview be conducted by phone or video instead
of having to meet in person.
Consider a diverse audience when communicating. Being an
inclusive communicator means more than just speaking up, slowing
down, or avoiding jargon and acronyms. It means truly considering the
audience and then adjusting to ensure they can and will receive the
message. If employees are slightly hard of hearing or English is their
second language, they may struggle to understand and be hesitant
to ask questions. If you have an employee who has vision challenges,
they may struggle to read emails or written information if the font is too
small or the colours are too faint. Where appropriate, you may want
to offer translated versions of written documents and incorporate
graphics or images to ensure they can be read and understood by
a diverse audience.
Provide Inclusive Training. Take time during new employee
orientations, department meetings, shift meetings, and staff meetings
to provide training that reinforces the value of diversity and inclusion
for your team. Consider offering employee training programs such as
SuperHost Service For All™ to help employees recognize, respect,
and value individuals from different backgrounds and identities.
Building and fostering an inclusive workplace culture means more
than just being open to hiring candidates from different cultures, it is

about valuing the differences, contributions, and backgrounds
of all individuals and all that they bring to the organization. By
making even small changes in how we recruit, communicate,
and train employees, we can begin to make a difference and
foster a workplace culture that helps support individuals to
succeed, no matter who they are.
Ginger Brunner is a Regional HR Specialist with go2HR, the
human resources and health and safety association for the
BC tourism industry. go2HR supports employers to apply
sound HR and health and safety practices and offer employee
training in the areas of customer service, health and safety, and
FOODSAFE. For more information about SuperHost Service
For All or recruiting and supporting diverse labour pools, visit
the go2HR website.
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The

New Guest
Experience
by Joanne Sasvari

Five Ways COVID Has Changed Hotel Stays—Perhaps For the Better
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Courtesy of Kingfisher Oceanside Resort

Courtesy of Watermark Beach Resort Hotel

The first time I stayed in a hotel after pandemic restrictions were lifted in
June, the experience was, well, a little bit sad. Sure, the room was clean
and the staff did the best they could, but a certain element of hospitality
was missing, along with most of the in-room amenities.
Since then, we’ve all learned a lot more about the coronavirus. Guests
and hoteliers alike have adapted to a new normal, and now, in many
ways, the guest experience has never been better.
“Initially we were working with a bunch of guidelines that were
coming from the provincial authorities, and then we had the corporate
guidelines,” says Jens Moesker, Regional Vice President Pacific
Northwest and Fairmont Pacific Rim General Manager. “We’ve reached a
phase where we are unconsciously competent in how we present these
guidelines. They need to be included in our DNA. We have to execute
them unconsciously.”
Business will eventually rebound. When it does, as guests we hope
these five new protocols will be here to stay.

Bigger Spaces, Fewer Faces
In the sleek new Nick Bevanda-designed wing at the Lakeside Resort
in Penticton, signs clearly let guests know they can only travel in the
elevators with their own travel group. They also explain where to stand
and the direction to enter, all with the aim of better social distancing.
Now that makes me breathe a whole lot easier.

The pandemic’s two-metre-distancing rules mean uncrowded
lobbies, smaller (and quieter) events, and a more gracious experience
overall—and no more worries about unwelcome touching or your
neighbour’s elbow knocking a wineglass into your plate.
Innovations in technology, of course, help. Even before the
pandemic, technology was reducing our human interaction,
especially at business hotels; now it’s a way to avoid unsafe contact
through, for instance, apps that allow us to check in and check
out online.

We’ve become faster in our
communication and, with less layers,
we’ve become more direct.
Thoughtful Communication
Whether it’s through signage, QR codes, printed letters, a notice
on the website, or a staff member taking time to explain the new
protocols, the hospitality industry has never offered better or clearer
communication. As a guest, this makes me feel safe and cared for.
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True, in the early days, some guests bridled
at the new rules. But now, hoteliers I’ve talked
to across BC—from the Kingfisher Oceanside
Resort in Courtenay to the Watermark Beach
Resort Hotel in Osoyoos—all say that guests
appreciate the new rules, and the clarity
around them.
For instance, at Fairmont, a necessarily
leaner management structure has had an
unexpected benefit.
“We’ve become faster in our communication
and, with less layers, we’ve become more
direct,” Moesker says. That includes sharing
the ALLSAFE protocols established by
Fairmont’s parent company, Accor Hotels,
such as temperature checks at the entrance
and mandatory masks in public areas. There’s
even a dedicated ALLSAFE team member. “It’s
like a self-mentoring position that walks the
entire guest experience,” Moesker explains.

Personalized Everything
Contact tracing has become an essential
part of COVID-19 protocols, and that means
reservations for many guest experiences are
essential now, from restaurant meals to lift
tickets to gallery shows. Those experiences
are also limited to a guest’s own group, which
essentially means almost every experience is
a custom one. That is especially true when it
comes to pools and spas.
In the early days of the pandemic, many
properties were unsure when they’d be able
to offer spa services again. Now spas are
almost as popular as ever, especially for locals
seeking RMT services. Mind you, it’s a more
clinical experience, with technicians in full
personal protective gear.

Courtesy of Lakeside Resort

travel bubble, adding, “We don’t feel there’s
any way to socially distance in a hot tub.”

Discovering Our Back Yard
Few Vancouver Islanders have ever stayed or
dined at Swept Away Inn. Indeed, few have
even heard of the Port Alberni property, even
though it is one of the most enchanting in the
province, a refurbished tugboat where coowner Bouchra Savard prepares extraordinary
French-Moroccan feasts.
“Most of our guests come from Europe,” she
says. “This year, we’ve had the opportunity to
host the Canadians.”
By forcing us
to stay home, the
pandemic has
allowed us to
discover our own
back yard in a way
only international
visitors tend to do.
RV re ntals a re through the roof as
homebound Canucks take to the highway.
Ski hills are rolling out welcome passes for
locals only. City dwellers are setting up ‘home’
offices in rural hotels with scenic settings.
It’s a different clientele, with different needs
than international travellers. For instance, outof-province visitors to Tofino were looking for
jet-ski rentals this past summer (“It wasn’t

The pandemic has allowed us
to discover our own back yard.
Pools, too, were a concern. At the Kingfisher,
the pool is only open by appointment, which
made for a civilized swimming experience
even when anxiety was at its highest. Even
now, says Delta Whistler Village Suites Interim
General Manager Joanne Irvine, “We have
our pool on a modified program where you
have to book it.” And, she says, the hot tub is
restricted to people who are in each other’s
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our usual sort of visitor,” said one bemused
Tofitian), while tiny Pluvio Restaurant + Rooms
in Ucluelet had to add pet-friendly rooms
because so many local visitors were arriving
with their furry best friends.

Cleanliness is Everything
As a guest, when you check in to a room, you
try not to think about whose head was on
the pillow before yours or wonder when the
cover was last changed. That’s one benefit
of the pandemic: These days, everything is
immaculate.
Even though hoteliers are no longer leaving
rooms empty for 48 hours between guests—
properties like Hotel Zed made that 72 hours,
just in case—soft goods, like pillows and
covers, are still being rested between stays.
Honestly, it should be like that all the time.
It will be interesting to see what protocols
stay, and which go, as our understanding of
the disease evolves.
“Temperature checking might go in a few
months, but maybe face masks will stay,”
Moesker says. “Three or four months ago, it
was all the protocols, but now we’ve infused
the conversation more with hospitality and
service, within the framework of COVID.”
After all, he adds: “We’re still a hotel
and we’re still providing higher levels of
hospitality.”

BC Hospitality Foundation Scholarships
Announced Soon
Is 2020 over yet? To say that the hospitality
industry won’t be sorry to see this year end is an
understatement. At the BC Hospitality Foundation
(BCHF), we’d like to express our empathy for
everyone in the hotel business who has been
impacted negatively by COVID-19. Thank you
for supporting our charity in the past, and we
sincerely hope there are brighter times just around
the corner!
Our longstanding mission has been to provide
financial support for hospitality workers facing
financial crisis due to an extraordinary health
issue. The Foundation has helped people
who experienced kidney transplants, cancer
diagnoses, and limb amputations, and we continue
to receive requests for help from our colleagues.
The BCHF receives applications from individuals
across the province, and we’re helping everyone
we can.
The BCHF also administers a scholarship
program for individuals enrolled in educational
programs related to the hospitality field. We’ll
shortly be announcing the scholarships available
in 2021, which will include opportunities in the
Sommelier, Hospitality, Culinary fields, and more.
This is a particularly daunting time to pursue
a career in the industry we all love, but we
need to remember that things will change and
it’s important to keep developing talent for the
future. We hope you’ll sign up for our newsletter
at bchospitalityfoundation.com to hear about the
upcoming scholarships and encourage eligible
staff and students you know to apply.
Despite the curve ball this year has thrown at our
community, we’re confident there are better days
ahead. Thanks again for your support!

by Joyce Hayne
HUB International has launched InsuraGuest
Technologies that helps hotels by transferring
cer tain liabilities to the Hospitality Liability
coverages, thereby lowering your hotel’s claim
ratio and risk profile, which may decrease your
General Liability premium. There is also a revenue
stream for your property. Contact karim.chandani@
hubinternational.com
WorkSafeBC has a new comprehensive app
containing resources, industry specific guidance,
and a COVID-19 safety plan template—all available
to access from a smartphone or tablet. This new
mobile app helps workers and employers access
WorkSafeBC’s COVID-19 resources on the go. The

app is available for iOS and Android.
Modern Form Furniture has introduced the Blaine, which may look like a classic sofa,
however, it becomes so much more. Transforming your space with two individual retractable
chaises, this sofa has the ability to become a queen size bed within seconds, or just a
sectional to stretch out tired legs. The high density foam makes the Blaine sofa extremely
comfortable and durable. modernformfurniture.com
Focus Hospitality is proud to introduce the new BedPure line of economy mattress and
box spring encasements. These encasements protect your mattresses from stains, spills,
and bed bugs. Both the mattress and box spring encasements are made of durable jersey
knit polyester at an affordable, entry-level price point. fpghospitality.com
Rethink2gether is offering limited discounts on the most cost-effective food waste
monitoring technology on the market. Typically in a hotel restaurant, the value of wasted
food is worth 6-14% of revenues. You can only manage what you measure. Ask for a free
demonstration: info@rethink2gether.com and rethink2gether.com
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COVID-19 Ushering
in New Era of
Opportunity with
Check In Canada
by Kelsey Millman
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In March 2020, we had no inkling of the full
social, economic, and political ramifications
the COVID-19 pandemic would create;
however, it quickly became clear that the
tourism sector would be among the hardest
hit industries within Canada.
Business leaders and tourism collectives
were left coping with severe financial impacts
caused by lengthy travel restrictions, while
struggling to develop new strategies for
resiliency and recovery. Almost overnight,
markets transformed, guest values shifted,
and consumerism evolved.
Since then, many international borders
have remained closed and obvious financial
devastation continues to be felt across
Canada. As a result, a sense of ‘togetherness’
has rippled throughout the country, with a
heightened drive to support community-grown
businesses and the people behind them.
Safety and communication have also become
a top priority for both businesses and guests,
and operators have been forced to ‘pivot’,
welcoming novel strategies in their approach
to attract emerging markets.
Each of these factors has created a unique
climate for the industry, presenting new
opportunity to further expand the industrycreated booking platform, Check In Canada.
Created by the Hotel Association of
Canada (HAC), in partnership with provincial
accommodation associations across the
country, Check In Canada was developed to
connect guests directly with accommodators,
while reducing the high cost of third-party
intermediaries or Online Travel Agencies
(OTAs), such as Booking.com and Expedia.
T he plat for m of fe r s consume r s the
convenience to search for accommodation
rates and availability in one place, view guest
feedback through TrustYou, and book directly
with the hotel of their choosing. As it is owned
by these industry-led and member-based
organizations, it is neither a private, nor a forprofit entity. It operates with the purpose of
enhancing the guest experience while driving
economic prosperity for Canada’s tourism and
hospitality industry.
Made in Canada for a Canadian market, the
platform is well aligned with the pandemic-era
guests, which who accommodators across
BC and Canada seek to attract. These
consumers want to see their money make an
impact on community-based businesses and
booking direct is the best way to lend support.
T h e ste ad y r is e of OTA s h a s b e e n
challenging for hotels as sky-high commission
rates significantly reduce profit margins for
accommodators. Similarly, they drive up costs
while competing for the same customer base,
negatively affecting marketing efforts made
by accommodators. In addition, Check in

Canada allows the property to take back the
relationship with their guest.
Through Check In Canada, accommodators
can choose to take advantage of the portal’s
low-cost online reservation system, (less
than $300.00 per year) which is particularly
useful for those who do not have one of their
own, or have guests connect directly with a
property’s online booking system. This helps
accommodators reduce acquisition costs and
improve the guest experience.
Contrary to OTAs—where lack of direct
communication routinely complicated the
relationship between hotels and their guests—
booking through Check In Canada also
allows accommodators to build a one-on-one
relationship with visitors, creating a foundation
of confidence and care. With safety now a
top priority, accommodators must readily
communicate and showcase the actions
they are taking to remain transparent, build
trust, and better serve guests, employees,
and communities; this is especially important
for creating lasting relationships with new
customers.
The opportunity for guests to book direct
through Check In Canada is rapidly expanding.
Many Destination Marketing Organizations
(DMOs) and provincial marketers, including
Destination British Columbia, offer Check In
Canada booking widgets on their pages. This
further extends a property’s online presence,
intimately attaching it to niche opportunities
and unique user journeys as we’ve seen
demonstrated by successful regional BC
Hotel Association (BCHA) campaigns like
the ‘Harvest Wine Month’ initiative and the
‘Venture West’ snowbird campaign.
Check In Canada also offers detailed
analy tics and real-time repor ts to help
accommodators measure success. The
valuable information included in this data
helps properties understand their potential
customers and determine future marketing
investments.
There is no doubt, 2020 has been a
challenging year. The impacts of COVID-19
have been devastating and the majority
of businesses continue to struggle. But
the pandemic also created a moment of
pause, where we collectively revaluated past,
sometimes problematic, methods of business.
Created to meet the demands and booking
patterns of consumers, foster the guestaccommodator relationship, and facilitate
financial prosperity for the hotel and lodging
industry, Check In Canada poses a new,
positive path for businesses that we encourage
accommodators to explore.
For more information or to sign up, contact
Mike Macleod at membership@bcha.com.
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Adapting to

Consumer
Preferences
by Amy Watkins

As we all adapt to the ‘new normal,’ consumer preferences are
challenging hoteliers to rethink amenity offerings and develop
new initiatives to appeal to more safety-conscious travellers.
Moving services into suites, providing welcome packages, and
creating exclusive experiences are some of the ways that BC hotels
have risen to the challenge.
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Courtesy of Fairmont Pacific Rim, Photo by Three Sages

Courtesy of Pacific Sands Beach Resort, Photo by Timmy Mission

Offering a Warm Welcome
Warm welcomes are all part of Pacific Sands Beach Resort’s friendly
Tofino vibe. When COVID-19 hit, the team needed to look at different
ways of making guests feel welcome, while adhering to new protocols.
The family-oriented offerings remain, although welcome packages
have changed this year. In previous years, staff members helped kids
roast s’mores around the communal fire pit at a given time, but now the
experience is more individualized.
“We did little complimentary s’mores packs and we initially talked
about putting them in the room for arrival, which would have been a
nice presentation,” said Operations Manager, Sabrina Donovan of Pacific
Sands Beach Resort. “But with lots of changes this year, we opted out of
putting the full pack in the rooms and just put a bottle of wine for mom
and dad and a note saying to come to guest services for s’mores. It went
over really well, but some of the challenges that came up from that is we
realized we don’t have enough fire pits on the property.”
Next spring, they will be adding three or four fire pits to allow more
guests to be outside.
During the summer, each welcome package included a bottle of wine
as a value-added amenity in lieu of reduced rates. “We did initially have

Adding value, instead of discounting
room rates, is another way that
hoteliers are attracting guests.
people ask if we were going to be doing discounting,” said Donovan.
“We found a way to do value adds instead, as unfortunately our costs
haven’t gone down, if anything they have gone up because of the
extra cleaning.”

Bringing the Spa to Suites
Adding value, instead of discounting room rates, is another way that
hoteliers are attracting guests during the pandemic. Vancouver’s
Fairmont Pacific Rim is putting wellness at the forefront with two
initiatives designed to provide in-room services that help guests relax
during their stay.
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Since September, 2020 the Accor group has been offering a new inroom video wellness service at select Fairmont, Sofitel and Swissôtel
properties across North & Central America, in partnership with wellness
technology company Three Sages.
“What’s innovative about this
program is the curated restorative
content,” explains Daniel Poulin,
Director, Spa & Fitness, North &
Central America, Accor. “This is a
‘no sweat space’ entirely focused on
providing our guests with “Sips of
Wellness” from the comfort of their
guest room.”
The new video content offers restorative practices that specifically
address key elements of wellbeing such as mental wellbeing,
mindfulness, and sleep. The team has been looking at elevating the
in-room wellness experience for several years, and the changing face

of travel helped to push the concept ahead.
“COVID-19 was not the instigator, but the accelerator of this pilot,
and our response to the uncertainty of travel faced by our guests,” said
Poulin. “There was a need to provide peace of mind within the safety
of the guest room experience, while at the
same time going far beyond our cleanliness
and sanitation measures.”
Hotel rooms can also be utilized to offer
local visitors an incentive to stay. The
Fairmont Pacific Rim’s Willow Stream Spa
recently launched a ‘suite spa’ half-day
retreat, which is held in a hotel suite, and
available as a single or couple’s experience.
Although it was initially an adaptive response to COVID-19 protocols,
the addition has been a success for the hotel spa.
“As soon as we launched the suite spa treatment experience, we
had immediate interest and reservations, with guests looking forward

Hotel rooms can also be
utilized to offer local visitors
an incentive to stay.
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Left: Courtesy of Fairmont Pacific Rim
Below: Courtesy of Pacific Sands
Beach Resort, Photo by A. Adrone

to the type of private and customized spa experience this new offering
provides,” said Lindsay Griffith, Director of Rooms, Fairmont Pacific Rim.
“Couples and individuals are taking advantage of these experiences as
it serves as a great way to celebrate a special milestone – something
that’s so important to do during these times.”
Expanding the spa offerings into the privacy of a hotel suite gives spa
guests access to the Three Sages wellness program and access to the
sought after rooftop pool for a pre or post treatment plunge, something
that has not traditionally been made available to non-hotel guests.

Paying a Premium for Space
Exclusive access can also act as an enticing element of a stay.
Responding to the COVID regulations has meant that Ainsworth Hot
Springs Resort in Ainsworth has closed pool entry to the public, creating
a more exclusive offering for guests.
“We’re regrettably unable to provide pool entry to the general public
because we cannot provide access to our change rooms within present
social distancing rules,” said Rod Bateman, General Manager. “We are

also required to operate the pools below normal capacity levels. We
are, however, able to allow access to our pools and caves for hotel
guests because they can utilize their private hotel suite for changing,
showering, etc. We are presently blocking hotel rooms for a full day
between guests, so we are operating at less than full capacity. As a
result, we’re easily able to meet reduced occupancy levels for hotel
guests and the feedback has been tremendous.”
Guests are also sometimes willing to pay a premium to secure a
more exclusive (and therefore more socially distant/safer) experience.
Although rates are not higher at Ainsworth Hot Springs Resort, guest
feedback has included suggestions such as the hotel remaining
closed to the public and increasing rates to pay a premium for a more
intimate experience.
Time will tell whether added-value amenities will help to sweeten the
deal in the absence of reduced rates, or even increased rates, in BC
hotels, but COVID-19 adaptation has helped hoteliers push through
initiatives that may have otherwise taken years to develop.
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by Mike Macleod

The success of your hotel’s business recovery in 2021 will be determined
by the financial acuity of your leadership team. That is to say, the return
of normal demand factors will be irregular and the ability of your team to
understand both revenue benchmarks and sound financial practice will
determine success as we navigate the choppy waters ahead.
The opening statement of this article may be bold, but it does not need
to be overwhelming or unapproachable. The key is to build a culture within
your property of financial acumen that builds competence, confidence,
and empowerment. I am not suggesting you need a team of experts, but
with greater engagement, focus, and an attitude of transparency, you will
be amazed at what you can accomplish and how your team will develop.
Two examples from my own career speak to the value of developing
your team. The use of the STAR report throughout my career was
ingrained early on from general managers who made it clear that the value
of benchmarking could be applied to everyday decisions in sales and
marketing. Secondly, I was lucky enough to have general ganagers who
believed in the power of financial accountability. The best approaches
were always the ones that stressed communication, but also allowed
for imperfections that could be used as a learning tool.
The STAR report (or STR as it is now known) is the benchmark for
measuring your hotel’s performance against the competition. Under
normal circumstances, many hotels are obsessed with RevPAR
performance versus the comp set and the corresponding market
share. The STR report is the catalyst for many a weekly conversation
around hotel administrative offices. It provides a great baseline from
where strategic discussions can take place and important work can be
completed. Conversation breeds culture.
It has never been more important to be a revenue management
champion. Ensuring revenue management is part of your organization’s
culture along with benchmarking and competitive analysis should play
a major role in your recovery plans, whether you are a large hotel or a
small operation.
As we pivot away from obsession over market share wins, our efforts
should be towards spotting the trends as well as taking more of a macro
look than we ever have before. One thing we know about the recovery

is that it will not be linear. It will be lumpy, and it will be greatly affected by
external factors not in our control. That is why pairing revenue management
with the other side of the ledger will be a lynchpin in sound leadership.
For example, when the US border re-opens and restrictions are lifted, we
are likely to see a gradual return of business rather than a flood of business
overnight. Your hotel’s ability to gauge when to adjust your pricing strategies
or promotional offers will make a huge difference in your ability to deliver
results. STR along with other revenue management principles will be an
invaluable tool and critical in the path to success.
Secondly, while the forces of competition will eventually creep back into
our lives, it is vital to overall recovery that markets work together to restore
demand and build confidence.
Finally, working with your team to have frank, open discussions about
how the business is recovering will put you in a much more advantageous
position. As we often hear, we are all in this together both inside your property
and in the larger BC hotel sector.
Our commitment is to continue to assist the industry in recovery and to
invest in areas that will guide and shape the sector for years to come. The
BCHA is excited to make STR available to all hotels in the province. We
have partnered with STR and the BC Regional Tourism Secretariat (BCRTS)
to make this happen. This hotel survey version will provide overall macro
market intelligence. We urge you to take advantage of this opportunity and
invest in business intelligence. The more data the industry has, the more
resilient the recovery will be.
We are also pleased to offer our winter Fast Track Your Future education
series, focused on revenue management and financial management training,
at an exceptional value. This multi-session online series is designed to offer
financial solutions to your team, introduce some concepts that newer leaders
may find helpful, and it is designed to fit into everyone’s busy schedule. We
believe that investing in the industry will provide the blueprint to recovery
and a return to success. Start building your team’s financial culture today.
Please explore the offerings on our education page at www.bcha.com.

Correction
In the Regional Feature on Vancouver in the fall issue of InnFocus,
the name of the General Manager of The Westin Bayshore should
be Paul Cannings. We apologize for the error.

THANK
YOU!
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